the ﬁrst to oﬀer a Mobile Fuel Lab in the industry

Complete Fuel Quality Testing
“We bring our mobile fuel lab to you providing
Rapid Results within an hour using the same
ASTM testing methods as off-site
laboratories. We guarantee this will reduce
your overall maintenance and fuel cost
maximizing your up-time which ensures boat
owners a Peace of Mind.” - Jonathan Drew, VP, Drew

$100.00
Per Test

Fuel Services

Cost Savings: Cost Savings: Ethanol Blends absorb 40-50 times more water
compared to recreational fuel. Only 2-3 teaspoons of water will cause phase
separation in E-10. Removing ethanol and water from tank bottoms will cause
octane to drop 2-3 times. As water builds in the tank it causes more damage every
time you fill-up. We find that most water finding pastes do not distinguish between
water and phase separation. Our customers report a large savings in overall
operating expenses when testing fuel regularly..
Peace of Mind: Tests are conducted to ASTM standards and we currently utilize
the same instruments used by numerous state inspectors. All tests are conducted
on premises and a detailed report is provided on Fuel Quality, Ratings and Actions
Steps. We know fuel; and rest assured when you leave dock the your fuel will
be fit for its purpose.
Lower Maintenance Costs: Over 85% of engine failures are contributed to
fuel. Our customers have reported a large cost savings in filter replacement, blown
injectors and in some cases eliminated catastrophic engine failures.

Gasoline /Diesel Tests Include:
•Ethanol Content
•Octane
•Water & Sediment
•Appearance
•Flash Point
•Microbial Growth
•Cetane Index
•Many Other Tests Available
*$50.00 addi:onal fee for RUSH Service

Rapid Results: Most ASTM testing results are achieved within 1-hour once
sample is pulled. Along with a detailed report, we provide actions steps if
necessary.

www.drewfuelservices.com || 888.620.6807

